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Abstract
Electronic Markets as new mechanisms for co-ordinati
allocation of goods, are supposed to reduce the trad
immanent transaction costs, especially when the trad
goods are digitally represented. A market with n
transaction costs is theoretically the most efficie
possible allocation mechanism.
The US government has recently passed the Acid R
Act, which uses a system of tradable permits to red
pollution for the first time. In this document we present
new example of a solution for environmental policy w
tradable emission permits, that is based on electro
markets. Open electronic markets are able to improve
systems efficiency by solving the difficulties that res
from high transaction costs. We introduce the concept
original and anonymous permits, which can be free
traded in a open network without any restrictions. It m
be used for other types of electronic documents such
shares, which are only of value, if they satisfy the crite
"Originality". The advantage of anonymity is of a
economic nature, especially in terms of acceptance of 
open electronic market.
An open electronic market in an open network like t
Internet is insecure, but it is accessible for a larg
amount of potential users. To get a open network, wh
trading is without restrictions, and which is also secure,
set of security services have to be provided.
In this work we specify a secure completion phase of
electronic market for free tradable, anonymous an
original permits by using cryptographic methods an
organisational measures such as digital signatures a
trusted third parties. We proposed this in [12] too.

1 Introduction

Human interventions in nature has caused a level 
pollution near or even beyond the limits of capacity o
many environmental systems. The green-house effe
dying forests and the pollution of air, water and land b
various harmful substances are presently the mo
popular examples of nature's extended exploitation 
human beings. Therefore, people increasingly demand
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environmental policy which is orientated towards the
vision of Sustainable Development. From the
anthropocentric point of view, this means to work
towards the preservation of the environment as the
irreplaceable foundation of each socio-economic system
for our future generations.

Up to now, practical environmental policy in the
Federal Republic of Germany and many other western
industrial countries has mainly been based on direct-
controlled strategies [11] to attain a predetermined set of
environmental standards. However, this approach to the
issue has been looked at critically by many economists.
They postulate these instruments are characterised by a
lack of ecological effectiveness and economic efficiency
and therefore call for a change of environmental policy
instruments in favour of market based strategies. One of
the most popular examples of this environmental
economic approach is the concept of tradable emission
permits, which was put into practice for the first time
within the framework of the Clean Air Act in the United
States. The theoretical analysis of this concept leads to
positive results, for it offers the opportunity to achieve
specified environmental targets at least costs for the
society. Furthermore, there's the possibility to induce
incentives for the innovation and implementation of
environmental protection techniques. However,
economic efficient solutions by these means require a
mechanism that co-ordinates the allocation at no or at
least low transaction costs [9]. The reason for this is that
on a market for tradable permits low transaction costs
will lead to an increased transaction volume (when we
suppose diverse cost structures of the pollution industry)
and in this way to increased economical efficiency.

Electronic markets in open networks like the Internet,
just offer the possibility of co-ordinating allocation of
goods at low transaction costs. Although this hasn't been
empirically proved yet, we share this view especially
with regard to the trade of digital products and hence call
for a forced political accomplishment of the model of
tradable emission permits. An electronic market should
be defined as a market in which products are traded, and
which is realised by information technology to support
.00 (c) 1998 IEEE
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all phases of the buying process (information pha
arrangement phase and completion phase) [32].

In this work we elaborate the technical requireme
for an electronic market for tradable emission perm
We do so by specifying a system in which an electro
market as co-ordinating mechanism will put the model
tradable emission permits into action. For realising
free, sure and efficient trade with emission permits in o
system, we suggest the concept of original a
anonymous licenses.

First, we will explain the model of tradable emissio
permits in chapter 2. In chapter 3, we will discuss t
necessary requirements for realising an electronic ma
and then specify the concept of original and anonymo
licenses in chapter 4. This will be followed by 
discussion of the organisational surroundings in chap
5. Finally, we will judge the specification and give 
general outlook of future perspectives.

2 The Model of Transferable Emission
Permits

The basic idea of Dales' and Crocker's [7, 6] mode
transferable emission permits is to create markets for
allocation of environmental goods. Generally, we presu
the existence of property rights as a necessary cond
for the markets' ability to function. However, to presu
existing property rights for environmental goods, it has
be considered that these goods are collective 
therefore not institutionalizable. Therefore property rig
for environmental goods have to be related to spe
types of environmental exploitation, such as an exa
quantified amount of environmental pollution.

In the model of transferable emission perm
Government defines a specific environmental qua
target for a certain environmental system, e.g. a lake
using certain criteria. These criteria may be based
economic profit-cost analysis (to attain an optim
environmental quality), or they may be based upon 
criteria of sustainability, stating that pollution should n
be beyond the limits of the assimilation capacity of 
environmental system. Having fixed the environmen
target, the corresponding maximum emission quantity
be defined. This emission quantity is divided into regio
emission contingents for each harmful substance o
certain region. The various emission contingents for e
substance are documented in emission permits 
licenses. Pollution is only allowed for owners 
corresponding permits which exactly define the allow
quantity of pollution, the polluting substance, the affec
region and the period of time. The first allocation 
emission permits for polluters can be provided by me
of auction, sale at a fixed price by government, or
1060-3425/98 $10
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means of free allocation (the Grandfathering metho
According to many authors of economic literature, 
Grandfathering method is to be preferred due to a hig
level of economic and political practicability: Firs
emission permits are allocated among establis
polluters by government. Second, the politically fix
environmental target is attained by the devaluation
emission rights. And third, the further allocation 
emission permits is ruled by laws of demand and sup
which means that emission permits are freely tradabl
each region. As a result free markets with pricing 
emission permits arise.

Presuming that companies of polluting industries 
the criteria of minimum individual costs when being fac
with the issue of avoiding emissions, they will b
emission permits when their individual marginal avoidi
costs (costs for measures taken to reduce emissions
higher than the price of permits. In instances where 
price of permits is higher than the individual margin
avoiding costs, they will initiate measures f
environmental protection. This means that the individ
polluting company will buy emission permits until i
individual marginal avoiding costs are equal to the pr
of permits. The economic result is that a politically fix
environmental target is realised at least costs to 
society: Emission permits will be owned only by tho
companies which face the highest avoiding costs whe
measures for protecting the environment are taken onl
those who have the least costs with it. The mechanis
adaptable to changes of environmental targets, w
means that there's the possibility to tighten environme
targets (e.g. in case of a new ecological insight 
discovery) by the devaluation of emission permits.

The theoretical judgement of emission permits 
environmental protection is generally based on th
criteria:
• Criteria of Ecological Effectivity examines the exten

to which a political instrument realises a predetermin
ecological target surely, fast and lastingly.

• Criteria of Economic Efficiency evaluates if the
instrument will realise a fixed environmental target
least costs for the society

• Criteria of Innovative Efficiency examines if the
instrument potentially induce environmental techni
innovation, as this will offer the opportunity to rea
the same  environmental targets at lower costs, o
realise higher environmental targets at the same cos
The judgement of emission permits against th

criteria leads to remarkably positive results. With resp
to the Ecological Effectivity it can be noticed th
predetermined environmental targets are gener
realisable, because the number of permits in public
restricted to the fixed environmental standard, which
this way is ensured - presuming that all individuals 
.00 (c) 1998 IEEE
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legally. This means that ecological efficiency can b
expected to a high level when implementing adequa
measures of control and sanction. Economic Efficienc
can be realised as well: A rational polluters will avoi
emissions as long as his avoiding costs (marginal costs
an avoided emission unit) are lower than the emissi
permits' price. Presuming workable markets and the no
existence of transaction costs, this rational behavio
leads to a distribution of environmental protectio
measures among the polluters at minimum costs for t
society. Moreover, incentives for environmental technic
innovations are permanently encouraged, for the polluti
industry will aim at minimum costs for emission permits
Besides the chance to minimise costs, there's the chanc
make profit by selling emission permits which are no
used any more due to a higher environmental technic
standard. These two effects may be labelled the gene
economic incentives for innovation. Innovation leads to
shift of a society's marginal avoiding cost function to th
left, which means that the same environmental standa
are realisable at lower costs, or that higher environmen
standards can be reached at existing costs. However, 
improvement of techniques to avoid emissions may le
to a lower demand for emission permits and therefore to
lower price, which in return will reduce the incentive
effects of emission permits. This effect could be avoide
by the government's buying-up and devaluation 
emission permits, as well as by a reduced renewal 
periodically restricted emission permits.

Taking the theoretical capability of emission permit
into account, one may wonder why this concept 
currently only hesitatingly implemented into politica
practice. From the environmental policy maker’s point o
view, this is due to a lack of reality of the simplified
model, which means that important real conditions have
been taken into consideration sufficiently yet. Howeve
economists increasingly take these conditions in
account. For example, they examine the main problem
transaction costs whose absence is a necessary cond
for the success of the model. Transaction costs occur 
the initiating, negotiation, completion and the control o
contracts. According to empirical studies, these costs a
very high on markets for emission permits, which is du
to a lack of technical and marketing transparency. Hen
the exchange possibilities provided by the market c
only be used insufficiently [20]. However, there's th
possibility to reduce transaction costs and in this way 
improve the workability of a market for tradable emissio
permits by the trade on electronic markets. In th
following chapters, we're not aiming at proving this, but 
illustrating how this might work.
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3 Technical Requirements

It was Malone, Yates and Benjamin, who first stated
1987, that the fusion of telecommunication and comp
technology will cause in some areas a shift fr
hierarchies to markets as co-ordinating mechanis
They argued, that transaction costs of electronic mar
will reduce more than the transaction costs of electro
hierarchies [19]. Nowadays their arguments 
commonly accepted.

Some areas of trading seem to be more suitable 
others. In the Internet you can find some very succes
examples like bookstores (www.amazon.com;
www.books.com) or travel agencies and airlin
(www.ltu.de; www.british-airways.com). What is th
secret of successful Internet shops? One of the 
advantages is the products’ simplicity. To compare 
different offers you only have to know a few facts 
parameters and the price. Tradable rights like 
emission permits used in this work do have the s
advantages. Besides that you can represent them ful
digital documents - if we assume that legal circumstan
are sufficient. This again lowers transaction costs in
completion phase, because the digital documents ca
delivered over the network.

Why are such markets so rare on the Internet? W
are the reasons, that make users hesitant? Actually 
tend to use electronic markets also for tradable right
the Internet. But there are deterrent circumstances fo
users. Mainly the lack of data security, missing priva
and unclear legal situation concerning electronic trad
hinder its growth [33]. It is our goal to specify a
electronic market for emission permits, which satisfies
described criteria, Ecological Effectivity, Econom
Efficiency and Innovative Efficiency.

This goal can only be reached together with d
security, privacy and clear legal regulations, because
is the only way to obtain the acceptance of the ac
people (politicians, authorities, emitter etc.). In econo
theory a efficient market has to fulfill several criteria [8
Some of these criteria imply, that a sufficient number
participants are present at the electronic market. W
guides us to the property of an electronic market, th
should be open to all, who want to participate. F
example environmentalists should be able to buy and
emission permits like the polluters can. Indirectly t
entails, that the citizens preferences play a bigger part
open market structure is therefore seen as the b
solution in terms of electronic market efficiency. It 
freely accessible to all and it gains the users accepta
The Internet provides with its open structure a platfo
where a large number of potential participants can join
electronic market [13].
00 (c) 1998 IEEE
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However, because the Internet has this open struc
it is also insecure. And the resulting security threads h
to be addressed with adequate security services. Be
the elementary risks: loss of confidentiality, integrity a
authenticity of sent messages, in this context of trada
emission permits the risk of loosing the originality has
be addressed, because a permit can potentially be co
and used multiply. To redress these risks and to guara
users security is an important topic of this work.

Ensuring data security is not the only way to gain us
acceptance of electronic markets for tradable emiss
permits. Another way is to extend privacy by realisi
anonymity of the licences. Various grades of anonym
are known [26]. In this context anonymity means: B
knowing the emission permits data one can neither 
out the actual nor the former owner’s identit
Furthermore the emission permit contains no informat
about the amount of toxins the owners really emitted -
far as no emission above allowed limits occur. Anonym
may be in the toxin emitting industries interest, beca
their image depends more and more on environme
issues. On the other hand environmentalists can 
emission permits to reduce total emission. Anonym
protects them from being put under pressure by o
lobbyists. So they can have free influence on 
environmental quality. A disadvantage of anonym
probably is, that it may support financially strong a
powerful companies, who try to eliminate competitors 
buying all emission permits. However, this behaviour w
be the same and will have the same consequences wi
anonymity, since buying through others or the use
pseudonyms would support this behaviour in the sa
way.

One of the important parts of environmental policy
the realisation of an appropriate surveillance. To find
appropriate way to control wether anybody illegally em
toxins or not is a trade off between costs and 
completeness of control. Complete control which lea
no gap for illegal emission is very expensive, wh
insufficient control leads to illegal emission and t
system proves ineffective in reaching the environmen
goal. Each implementation of environmental policy nee
therefore a technology for control of emissions. In t
proposal we describe a possible way.

Economic Efficiency of the system depends on its cos
and acceptance, whereas Ecological Effectiveness is only
achievable if no forged or illegally copied emissio
permits are put in circulation. A means to get efficiency of
innovations is the limited validity of the emission permits

Valid emission permits in their digital form sometime
have to serve as evidence in a legal proceeding. To g
legal binding of digital documents technical measures 
not sufficient.
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goals

ecological 
effectivity

economic
efficiency

innovative
efficiency

acceptance

originality

hardware costs

technical security

controllegal security

future security

term of permit

small denomination

software costs
controlling costs

transaction costs

anonymitylegal security

Figure 1. Goals of the realisation

It is also necessary, that the technologies work togeth
with organisational measures and laws. In the Feder
Republic of Germany the new digital signature ac
provides the legal basis. The realisation has to b
embedded in the certification authority infrastructure tha
this digital signature act is applicable. Figure 1
summarises how we derived the technical requiremen
from the overall goals of environmental policy. Given the
complexity of a cost analysis, a further analysis is no
included in this report.

4 Anonymous original licences

In this chapter we present a possibility, how a
completion phase of an electronic market for emissio
permits could be realised. The emission permits ar
realised as original and anonymous licences. There a
some proposals how security and anonymity can b
reached in an open network [5]. Besides security an
anonymity we have to consider the necessity o
controlling the amount of actually emitted toxins in this
realisation.

An anonymous original licence - in the following
called license - is a digital document, which is an origina
despite the fact, that there may be many copies. Th
contents of the licences does not reveal the identity of th
owner. Everyone - the owner as well as all former owner
- of the license shall be anonymous this way. The
proposed system also implements strong anonymit
during the buying process, because the buyer’s netwo
address is invisible to third parties.

4.1 Cryptographic Mechanisms

For the implementation of original and anonymous
licences basic security services are combined in a wa
that the properties anonymity and originality are reached
Cryptographic mechanisms are essential to realise the
basic security services confidentiality and integrity [16].
00 (c) 1998 IEEE
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Non-repudiation can be achieved by using an additio
infrastructure [15]. Both private-key and public-ke
cryptography is part of our proposal. When using priva
key cryptography sender and receiver of a message h
to share a key and therefore have to trust each other. W
a public-key mechanism, the sender can use the pub
key to encrypt, while the receiver is the only person, w
knows his private-key, which he uses to decrypt. The
two keys of a public-key cryptographic mechanism a
inverses of each other. What is encrypted with one can
decrypted with the other and vice versa. Figure 2 sho
the symbols which are standing for cryptograph
mechanisms in this chapter:

Symbol Meaning
eA(M) Encryption of M with A’s public-key
dA(C) Decryption of C with A’s private-key

ρ Generating a random number
σA(M) Digital signature of A to M
υA(M) Verify the digital signature of A to M
sK(M) Private-key encryption M using key K
sK(C) Private-key decryption C using K

+ Operator to concat messages

Figure 2. Cryptographic mechanisms

Private-key mechanisms are also called symmet
Symmetric systems such as IDEA [18] or Triple-DES [2
didn’t show vital weaknesses in practical use, althou
DES has now been used for over 20 years to a la
extent. For security a key length of at least 128 bit
recommended at present. Despite the fact, that the Tri
DES has a key length of this order, it is opportune to u
IDEA which also uses key length of 128 bit, because it
developed to be fast in software implementation. T
RSA [29] algorithm is the standard public-ke
cryptographic mechanism. Today an RSA encryption
secure, when a key length of minimum 1024 bit is us
RSA can be used for digital signatures, in this case
additional cryptographic hash function like MD5 [28] i
used to reduce the message to a fingerprint of cons
length. This hash value is encrypted with the secret-key
the signer to obtain the digital signature. Anoth
cryptographic element of the proposed system is
cryptographic random generator, which creates 
session-keys [2]. A session-key is used only during o
transmission. Among other things it is vital to th
system’s security, that the randomly generated session
is not predictable.

4.2 Parties

In this specification of an electronic market for origin
and anonymous licences a central trusted third partS
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issues the licences and ensures that only original licenc
are used and traded [10]. Normally a national or region
authority runs such a trusted third party. At the place o
emission of each participant a device E will be installed
that will measure the quantity of emitted toxins. In the
following we call E the emission place device.
Participants have to trust the software and hardware 
this device [27]. Therefore it has to be calibrated an
sealed by officials.

It is not necessary to trust any other party in the syste
except S and E. Everyone is protected against fraud and
criminal intentions of other participants without making
assumptions on the behaviour of other participants. In th
following sections we will describe the functionality of
the software and hardware, that is installed at the author
S, the emission places E and the participants T.

S
B

u t i l i z e

proof  
t

o l if  or i i nag y

f irst equipm ent

co
nt

ro
lsse

ll 
an

d 
bu

y

ET

Figure 3. Communication model

In figure 3 the occurring communication flows are
shown as arrows between the parties. Between th
authority S and the emission place E a dash-lined arrow
indicates, that there is no online connection like in a
other cases. But sometimes the device at the emissi
place has to be controlled by officials to discover when 
participant has emitted more toxins than the allowe
amount.

Everyone can sell and buy licences at the trading cent
B. From a technical point of view the trading centre work
like a participant T − it buys and sells licences.

4.3 The Emission Permit

In this realisation a valid emission permit consists of
two parts. The license L represents the permit’s subject,
while the originality token OL makes a licence valid,
because it guarantees originality of the correspondin
license. Originality is realised by the means of being i
possession of the originality token and the owner of 
licence is able to give proof that he/she is the owner b
simply showing the originality token.

Each license L is identifiable due to its serial number n
that is assigned consecutively to licences. The licenc
.00 (c) 1998 IEEE
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furthermore contains the description of the environmen
quality target U in units per time. The absolute emissio
quantity per time, that the licence allows to emit, is t
percentage u of the total quantity U. In case of a
controversy, when the buyer sues for his/her right, 
digital signature of the trusted third party S contained in L
and OL is a piece of evidence. The license is valid duri
a specified period of time: v until b. If this time period
runs out, the license loses its validity.

Licence L Originality token OL

Serial number n Serial number n

Time period v until b Version number t

Percentage of  environmental
quality target u

Digital signature
σS(n+t)

Environmental quality target U

Digital signature
σS(n+u+U+ v+b )

Figure 4. Content of a licence

A licence L and a specific originality token OL, having
the same serial number n, belong together. The attribute
n, t of all valid originality tokens are stored in th
database of the trusted third party. Whenever a token
transferred the trusted third party proofs, if the seller ow
the originality token. The trusted third party can do this 
comparing the originality token with the correspondin
one in its database. There exists always exactly one v
originality token per licence. The participant, who know
the originality token, is the owner of the licence.

A licence L can be copied by everyone, but th
originality token was generated by the trusted third pa
and then transferred confidentially to the owner. T
validity of the originality token can be proofed b
examining the version number t of the token. It changes
every time, when the owner of a licence changes. If t
originality tokens contain the same version number, 
system treats one as a copy. Therefore, the owner ha
profit from illegally copying his originality token, becaus
he would probably have the loss.

4.4 First Allocation

First, the emission permits are given to the tradi
centre B, where the system’s participants T can buy them.
The technical realisation allows the buyer to b
anonymous - even the network address of the buyer is
visible to the authority. However, when selling the perm
the network address of the buyer is visible to the sel
Since we want the first buyer to be able to hide his/h
identity from the authority S like the following buyers will
be able to, we choose to give the permits first to B. The
1060-3425/98 $10.
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technical procedure does not restrict the use of econom
models for the first allocation such as the Grandfatherin
If the Grandfathering is preferred the trusted third par
sends the emission permits directly to each participant T.

The emission permit is issued by the national 
regional authority. It generates the licence L together with
the originality token OL, encrypts both with the public-key
of the trading centre B and sends the result over the
unsecure channel of the open network to B. This
transmission is confidential due to previous encryptio
because only B knows the secret-key to decrypt the
emission permit. The trusted third party stores th
originality token in its database, because it is needed
prove the originality of the licence during the nex
transaction, when the trading centre B sells the emission
permit. Now, the trading centre offers the emissio
permits to the public and everyone can buy the
anonymously and securely. The trading centre is 
electronic marketplace where supply and demand meet.

4.5 Selling an Emission Permit

On selling an emission permit three parties a
involved: the trusted third party S, the buyer and the
seller. The protocol steps for selling an emission perm
are the same, no matter who the seller or the buyer is
may be two participants T1 and T2 or the trading centre B
and a participant T. We explain the procedure with B as
the seller and T as the buyer.

O '
L

S
B

T

Figure 5. Selling an emission permit

The negotiation between seller and buyer is not subj
of this paper and we assume, that there already exist
contract between the seller and the buyer. How t
emission permit is transferred form one party B to another
party T is showed in figure 5. First, the buyer T generates
a symmetric key K with the cryptographic random numbe
generator. Then, he encrypts it with the public-key of th
authority S and sends it to the seller B, who receives the
message but can’t decipher it. Only the authority S can
decrypt it to obtain the session-key K, because it is the
00 (c) 1998 IEEE
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only one who knows the matching secret-key. A digita
signature of T has to be attached to the message in ord
to protect the communication against a man-in-the-midd
attack [30].

No. Party Content Description
1 T↔B Price, licence Contract
2 T→B σT(eS(K))+eS(K) Encrypted and digitally

signed session-key.
3 B→S If vT(eS(K)) then

eS(OL+eS(K))
Check signature. If valid
add OL and encrypt

4 S dS(eS(OL+eS(K))
Check OL

If OL valid then
O’L(n=OL.n,v=ρ)

Decrypt
Check originality token. If
it is valid then
generate new originality
token with same serial
number and a new
version number . Store it
in the database.

5 S→B sK(O’L) Originality token
encrypted with the
symmetric algorithm

6 B→T eT(L) + sK(O’L) Licence encrypted
(asymmetric) and
Originality token
encrypted with
symmetric key K.

7 T L=dT(eT(L)) and
υS(L)

O’L=sK(sK(O’L))

υS(O’L)

Decrypt the licence and
check digital signature of
the authority.
Decrypt originality token
with the session-key K
and check the digital
signature.

Figure 6. Selling procedure

The trading center B has to send the message
unchanged together with the originality token to th
authority S. Since there is the risk that an attacker uses t
originality token OL with a changed session-key K, the
originality token has to be encrypted with the public-ke
of the authority S during the transmission. After
decrypting the message with its secret-key the trust
third party verifies its own digital signature attached to th
originality token. So the authority can ensure, that th
originality token is not a  forgery. Then it searches th
serial number n in its database and compares the versio
number t of the originality token with the version numbe
in the database. If they are equal, the originality token w
be valid and S will generate a new originality token O’ L

with the same serial number n, but with a new version
number t=ρ. The trusted third party S uses the session-key
K to encrypt the new originality token with a symmetri
algorithm and sends it to the seller B, who forwards it
together with the licence L to the buyer. Only the
authority S and the buyer T know the session-key K. So
nobody is able to steal the originality token. The buye
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decrypts the message and obtains the licence L and the
originality token O’ L. Finally the buyer proofs the digital
signature of the authority S.

4.6 Using an Emission Permit

Emission of toxins will be only allowed if the emission
permit is registered at the emission place E. While the
emission permit is registered, the owner is not able to sell
it, because he does not have the valid originality token.
The registration of emission permit is shown in figure 8
and described in figure 7.

Party Content Description
1 E→T σE(eS(K))+eS(K) Session key encrypted and

digitally signed
2 T→S If vE(eS(K)) then

    eS(OL+eS(K))
Check signature. If valid
add OL and encrypt both.

3 S dS(eS(OL+eS(K))
Check OL

If OL valid then
O’L (n=OL.n,v=ρ)

Decrypt
Check originality token.
If it is valid then
generate new originality
token with same serial
number and a new version
number.

4 S→T sK(O’L) Originality token encrypted
with symmetric algorithm

5 T→E eE(L) + sK(O’L) Licence encrypted
(asymmetric) and
originality token encrypted
with symmetric key K.

6 E L=dE(eE(L)) and
υS(L)

O’L= sK(sK(O’L))
and υS(O’L)

Decrypt the licence and
check the digital signature
of the authority.
Decrypt originality token
with the session-key K and
check the digital signature.

7 E Record illegal emissions

Figure 7. Registration procedure

After the originality token is handed over to the
emission place the amount of allowed emission of new
permit is added to the total amount of permitted emission.
The registration procedure is necessary because the owner
has to loose the licence. Otherwise he could sell it and
still emit toxins. On the other hand the emission place
device needs to know the licence and how much toxins
the owner is allowed to emit. This is very similar to the
process of selling a permit since both can be achieved by
transferring the valid originality token and the licence
from one to another party. The connection to the emission
place device is a point-to-point line which is the cheapest
solution because normally the emission place E would be
near to the computer of the participant T. Furthermore, if
E would have an autonomous network connection, it
would be able to send information elsewhere. In this case
0 (c) 1998 IEEE
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the security would depend on the trustworthiness 
emission place device and how robust it is against attac

There is no need for a digital signature when sendi
the message from T to S (see step 2 in figure 7), becaus
according to our assumption (see section 4.3) nobo
except T knows the originality token. So T is
authenticated by only sending the originality token to S.

E

S

T

Figure 8. Registration procedure

In the emission place device a integrated measur
instrument measures the actual emission and compare
with the permitted emission. If the participant emits mo
toxins than he is supposed to, it stores the informati
about this offence in its memory. The stored informatio
about offences will be evidence to take legal proceedin
Because security seems to be important at this point 
following mechanisms have to be integrated in the devic
• Access control to protect the stored data and t

measuring instrument against manipulation an
unauthorised reading of information about offences.

• Auditing of tried penetration and manipulation.
• Security module to store the private-key of the devic

in a confidential way.
If the owner want to sell the emission permit he/sh

needs the originality token. So he/she has to finish t
registration period of the emission permit at the emissi
place device, which sends the originality token back to t
owner. For this transmission no trusted third party 
required because the emission device itself is a trus
device. The emission place device simply encrypts t
originality token for transmission.

5 Organisational Measures

There are some organisational measures that have to
taken to ensure that the system works well and fulfils 
purposes. The organisational measures can be class
into three phases by the time they occur. The three pha
are the phase of engineering, the phase of installation 
the phase of operation. In figure 9 the three phases 
1060-3425/98 $10.0
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given together with their characteristic organisation
measures.

The players need to trust the system’s hard- a
software, that it really works the specified way withou
doing additional things. That is the reason why produce
take security measures during the process of enginee
and constructing hard- and software. Furthermore it 
preferable to use components with a security certifica
according to an evaluation criteria catalogue like t
Common Criteria [4]. The software and hardware of th
participants and the trading centre are less important
security but the trustworthiness of the technology of t
authority and the device at the emission place is vital
the whole system. These parts of the electronic mar
should reach a high level of certification.

Up to now certifying software- and hardwar
components has seemed to be very complex a
expensive. Software manufacturers try to avoid the
costs by giving digital signatures to their products. S
they declare themselves responsible for what the softw
is doing. Although the digital signature is no rea
substitute for evaluation and certification, it ensure
integrity of the product and protects software from
becoming infected by a virus and other manipulations.

During the installation phase the authority’s comput
is installed and starts working. There are two possib
threads at this point: manipulation of software an
manipulation during the assignment of keys wit
identities. Checking the trustworthiness of the technicia
and restricting their number is one way to prevent agai
these attacks. The device at the emission place has to
installed and then calibrated. Like the trusted third par
it is supposed to have its own public-key pair. So the ke
have to be generated and the device has to be prote
during the handing-over.  Nobody except the device its
should know the secret-key of this pair of keys. A solutio
for this problem is that two employees get two differe
passwords and a SmartCard from the trusted third pa
which together enables the device to reconstruct the k
The trusted third party also have to certify the public-k
of the key pair. Both, the authority’s computer and th
emission place device should go on-line after a care
check. The grade, how reliable the system at the autho
and the device at the emission place is determines 
value of evidence in the case of a legal proceedings. In
Federal Republic of Germany there were examples 
judgements concerning Euro-Cheque teller machin
where banks lost against clients because the banks co
not prove the system to be secure [23]. While the syste
S and E are running, they need to be protected agai
unauthorised access. Primarily, this means protection i
very material way. The trusted third party should b
located in a secure room, where only a few employees 
allowed to enter. Access to data and software through 
0 (c) 1998 IEEE
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network connection should be limited to the describ
protocol actions.

The devices at the emission place need to be robus
secure against mechanical destruction. They should
sealed by officials, in order to spot any manipulation. T
way it is possible to punish a saboteur. Data logs of
device need to be checked periodically to detect if 
participant emitted too many toxins and authorised ac
to the log data therefore must be possible for officia
Using a SmartCard with a PIN-number to authenticat
person to the device is a way of achieving a strong ac
control mechanism. Furthermore opening the dev
should only  be possible with a key. If the device displ
an illegal emission, it is able to transmit the data ab
this illegal emission to a portable computer. This digita
signed data is used as evidence in a legal proceeding.
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- Certification of all components (eg. CC)
   - Software of  TTP, device at emission place,
      trading centre, certification authority and
      participants
   - TTP’s and emission place devices hardware

- Installation of  TTP’s hardware and
  software of TTP and generation of key
- Installation, calibration, assignment of keys
- Quality control and final inspection

- TTP’s access controll
- Access control and mechanical integrity of
  device at emission place.
- Authorised access of officials
  (eg. controlling log data)

Figure 9. Phases of organisational measures

The general conditions for legal binding of digit
signatures in Germany is the Digital Signature Act [3]
includes certification authorities, which certify public-ke
To gain wide-scale acceptance the system should
integrated into the public infrastructure of certificati
authorities, because otherwise the threshold for a pe
to participate in the system increases, if he has to ha
and take responsibility for yet another key. Ea
participant can use his/her public-key certified by 
public certification authority that he/she also uses 
other purposes. Generation and certification of  the tru
third parties and the device E’s key is the task of  the
national or regional authority S.

6 Conclusion and Further Work

In this work we have specified the completion phase
a secure electronic market for tradable emission perm
The emission permits were realised as original 
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anonymous digital documents (licences). In principle th
concept is applicable to all digital products on electron
markets, that need to be original in order to be valua
whereas other facts plead for anonymity. We ha
discussed the countermeasures that have to be ta
against the risks of an open network like the Intern
Besides the more complex security risks, basic risks in
open network like loss of confidentiality or loss o
integrity can be overcome by using cryptograph
mechanisms. When selling an emission permit the se
reveals his network address but  the buyer is anonym
to a third party. Adding the same anonymity for the sell
is in theory possible by using MixNets [25]. Evaluatio
and certification of hardware and software and 
importance was mentioned in this paper. Efficient che
mechanisms for evaluating information technolog
products are not yet available.

The inherent transaction costs of  trading emissi
permits are supposed to be lower in this specification
an electronic market than in traditional markets [34
Lower transaction costs are a big step towards efficien
of tradable emission permits. An other step towar
efficiency is the free denomination of the permits.

Its hard to predict the costs of measuring instrumen
For some toxins cheap measuring technology is availa
- but not for others. If cheap technology for measurin
emitted toxins is available, then the proposed system
able to provide maximal control with low costs. Th
devices are measuring emission outputs all the time a
staff are only rarely needed. So controlling is with lo
costs for staff but without a control gap.

From the perspective of  the phases of the buyi
process, we described a secure protocol which  real
the completion phase of an electronic market for emiss
permits. A further aspect of  the completion phase 
payment. Electronic payment system are able to lower 
transaction costs in the completion phase again [2
Some digital products have to be original others do n
Different digital products need different security service
with different strengths. That’s why we suppose, th
securing electronic markets always depends on 
product type. Good example of this are electron
payment systems. Digital cash coins do need to 
original, whereas an electronic bank transfer do not.

In our realisation we used the trading centre 
intermediary [31], which are called cybermediary i
electronic markets. There are any open questions ab
intermediaries in electronic markets. Concerning o
realisation it is still uncertain, if the trading centre 
economically the most efficient way for co-ordinatin
supply and demand.
0 (c) 1998 IEEE
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